
CURRICULUM MEETING 

JANUARY 6, 2016 

 
Breakfast was served compliments of the Curriculum Office. Thanks. 

In attendance: Francois Tenenbaum, Melissa Gates, Leslie Eisenberg, Daniella Simon, Natalie 

Bogdanov, Christi Pritzker, Susette Preziosi, Lisa Zaretsky Gershon, Ellen Margolin, Shari 

Braverman, Judy Menashe, Paul Critti, Linda Kreisman 

 

Happy New Year to all. 

Minutes of December meeting were accepted. 

I-Curriculum Office: 

A-State of the State- Federal govt has now said that states should have more control of 

their school systems. Query: How much will NYS actually do? There are three entities in NYS 

fighting over the policies. 

We are waiting to hear Gov Cuomo’s speech later this month. He did want 50% of 

teacher evals (APPR) to be based on standardized tests. The new federal regs do not 

require that. What will Cuomo advocate for??? 

Our district was granted the waiver to maintain the current APPR plan but we are 

still dealing with the opt-out movement. Pressure is on regarding this standardized 

test policy but since there is nothing in writing, nothing has changed to date.  

     B-Math- Board of Regents said in December that the old version of the algebra-trig 

exam can be administered. Our district had focused on that curriculum in anticipation of this 

decision so our students will be prepared for the Regents exam (other districts are still deciding 

what to do). It is not possible to teach for both versions, but we are not concerned since out 

students will be well-prepared for the non-CCLS exam. Both CCLS and old version will be 

admistered and the higher score will be counted. 

 C-Presentation by Mr. Secaur-Task Force Recommendations- the PPT will be sent to all 

curriculum committee members.  Comments show good common sense but nothing is in 

writing yet. The big issue is what will happen to CCLS keeping in mind that high standards need 

to be attainable. 



    Our district is piloting two new math programs but is hesitating to buy any until 

there is a final resolution about the CCLS. 

II-ELA Update: Michelle Hochhauser- new chairperson K-12- ELA 

 There are initiatives and policies district-wide. There are many school-specific programs, 

philosophies, policies and initiatives. The emphasis is on the individual child and meeting 

his/her needs. 

Some Highlights of the presentation: 

HES/Ogden: Learning A-Z and Raz Kids are two of the computer programs in place. 

These include leveled books and are specific to each student. 

 Middle School- increasing role of media specialist to support technology and literacy. 

NWEA- another data system being used to assess student achievement. 

ILEA- enrichment/support initiative- students rotate in weekly.   

Articulation between middle and high school is being promoted. If middle school 

knows what high school programs incorporate, perhaps the middle school can 

introduce the students to some of those required skills, e.g. argument writing. 

High School- Capstone- academic research initiative- Students are researching a variety 

of topics. Many districts have been visiting our high school to see the program in operation. 

Teachers build the program themselves. Some of the material is given to the district by the 

College Board. It begins in 10th grade but some students in 11th grade chose not to due to other 

scheduling choices.   

Grammar- There is more direct instruction than there had been but it is not consistent 

or spiraled. We need to develop a scope and sequence. Grammar in isolation is not necessarily 

productive because we do not want to stifle writing. PD for the teachers on “constructive 

feedback” is being considered. 

Cursive writing and keyboarding- When should it be taught? We are trying to figure out 

how to fit it into the schools’ programs. 

 

Next meeting: February 3- ENL and Part 154 

 


